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HOMAGE to AMY 
 

to Ula Yvette Taylor, for The Veiled Garvey 

 

 
One day I hope to read all the articles, or as many as are available, that Amy Jacques-Garvey 
wrote; transcripts of her speeches also. To spend more time with her, as I've spent time with 
her husband. Her writings on the Klan and it's dominance; it's presence in the places of law. Or 
lynching, that sickness that pervaded the South; contagion that wouldn't cease. Or the dual 

role of women, as mothers and as leaders; as nurturers and pioneers. Women as sources of 
community strength, as well as community activists.  
 
In the weekly issue of Negro World, she founded a woman's column, entitled 'Our Women and 
What They Think'. Timothy Fortune, the great journalist-editor and co-founder of the Afro-
American League, editor at the time of the Negro World, lauded her editorial skills. She 
encouraged contributions from female readers and placed articles from other periodicals. It 
featured whatever she thought would encourage  and stimulate African American womanhood. 
She used it as a place of discourse, of mental enrichment; a weekly lyceum. A tool to 
counteract  black chauvinism, as well as white racism; knowing that she was as capable of 
leadership, as any man. 
 
She proved it too. During the time of his trial and subsequent imprisonment, she was the de 
facto leader of the UNIA. At this time in her life, she became the epitome of the multi-tasker; a 

gargantuan task, that played havoc with her health. She was involved in the legal liaison, 
fundraising, office management, public speaking and  newspaper editing. Even when they let 
him go, returning to Jamaica; she remained to  spearhead the continued fundraising – and to 
tie up the myriad loose ends. It was during his Atlanta imprisonment, that she edited and 
published  collections of his writings, entitled the Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey. 
She also authored a pamphlet, entitled Was Justice Defeated? 
 
In her 1928 American tour, she consistently drew large audiences. She raised hundreds of 
dollars, as they came to listen to this woman, saluting her contributions, of the present and 
the past - when everything was stacked against her; the giving of respect where respect is 
due. 
 
Back in Jamaica, when Marcus founded the Blackman newspaper, she continued to write of 
women, as well as ghetto reality. Believing that there is no need for the poor to languish in 
ignorance, she wrote, ''In this world of progress, grown-up folk can go to night school, get 

good books and magazines from the local library and pay only a few pennies for newspapers''. 
 
After a few years of political inactivity, due to the birth of two sons and a period of single-
parentage, the family were reunited in London; where she ran the UNIA office, during his 
absences.  
 
Following the final absence – his physical passing, she continued towards their shared Pan-

African dream. Using her skill with words, she instigated a letter-writing campaign; 
encouraging leading Black figures, to join a writing initiative, with the view to composing a 
document for African Independence; counteracting the racism, of Western political leaders. 
Fellow writer-activists, such as Adam Clayton Powell, of the People's Voice (Harlem) and 
Nnamdi Azikiwe, of the West African Pilot (Lagos); both influential personages in their 
respective communities, supported this endeavour. This document of varied input, authored by 
Amy Jacques-Garvey, is known as the  Memorandum Correlative of Africa, the West Indies and 
the Americas; addressed to the United Nations. 
 
In her wisdom, she engaged Du Bois, former nemesis of her husband, saying ''personal 
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feelings must be forgotten in the Unity of effort that is being forged for Africa''. Acknowledging 
her evident intellect and  knowledge, he suggested an organisational role for her, in the 
legendary Fifth Pan African Congress. This 1945 gathering in Manchester, brought together 
such luminaries as Kwame Nkrumah, Jomo Kenyatta, Paul Robeson, Harold Moody and Nnamdi 
Azikiwe. It was during this period, she began to communicate with  other notables, such as 
George Padmore and Wilfred Domingo, who like her, were natives of the Caribbean. Although 

instrumental in setting up this monumental conference, due to financial difficulty, she was 
unable to attend. 
 
But she continued to write. She became a regular contributor, to newspapers such as the 
African, published in Harlem and the previously mentioned West African Pilot, published in 
Lagos. She wrote continuously, of the African epicentre. Throughout the war years, she kept 
her sights aligned with her vision, of the African Redemption. 

 
At the same time, she resurrected the African Study Circle, another channel to uplift Black 
people; by teaching of the achievements in African history. Utilising different venues and 
varied delivery, she hoped to make it into a popular provider of knowledge. She became a 
supporter of reading rooms, a supplier of reading lists. 
 
Then finally in 1960, she went home. She accepted the invitation form her old friend Nmadi 

Azikiwe, recently appointed, as the first African Governor, of the Nigerian Federation. Denied 
entry before, due to colonial fear of Marcus Garvey, she went finally went home; after forty 
years of dreaming, teaching and fighting for Africa. An invitation to Ghana came also, from 
Kwame Nkrumah, for their Independence celebrations. All that they had dreamed of, was 
coming to fruition; the self-government of Africa. How thrilling it must have been for her, to 
share a stage with Nkrumah, speaking to the assembled throng. How excited she must have 
been, touring the country, marvelling at this and that. She returned to Jamaica, emboldened 
by the joys of the Motherland. 

 
In 1965, when Martin Luther King visited Jamaica, he laid a wreath at the mausoleum of her 
husband, eulogising him; in return, she gave him a copy of Garvey and Garveyism, a 
testament to the legacy of his work, written by herself. 
 
Yes, I hope one day, to be able to read all of her articles and essays; such as the 1968 essay, 
entitled Black Power in America: The power of the human spirit. To get to know this 

phenomenal person better. She left us physically in 1973, after fifty years in the struggle. If 
her husband was Brother Pen, then she was Sister Journalist. When you reflect on Marcus, I 
hope you remember Amy. 
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